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ABSTRACT In this paper, we investigate the anti-jamming problem in heterogeneous wireless networks.
Although there are many studies on the anti-jamming defense problem in both power domain and spectrum
domain, these two important aspects were addressed separately. In this paper, to cope with the jamming
attacks flexibly, we study the anti-jamming defense problem from a multi-domain perspective, which
includes both power domain and spectrum domain, and a multi-domain anti-jamming scheme (MDAS) is
proposed. To be more specific, a Stackelberg power game is formulated in the power domain to fight against
the jamming attacks, and a multi-armed bandit-based channel selection with a channel switching cost and
unknown channel availability state information is formulated in the spectrum domain. Besides, we analyze
the performance of the formulated Stackelberg power game and derive the optimal power strategy and utility
of a legitimate user. In addition, it is proved that the proposed anti-jamming scheme has a logarithmic regret.
Finally, extensive simulations are conducted to validate the performance of the proposed MDAS.

INDEX TERMS Anti-jamming, power control, channel selection, Stackelberg game, multi-armed
bandit (MAB).

I. INTRODUCTION
The security problem of wireless communication networks
has gained growing attention in the past decade, and various
attacks have been investigated, such as eavesdropping attack,
data falsification attack, jamming attack, and so on [1]–[3].
Among these attacks, a jamming attack is a serious threat,
which degrades the system performance severely, and
therefore, we focus here on a jamming attack. To cope
with a jamming attack, various countermeasures were
proposed [4]–[6], such as Frequency Hopping Spread Spec-
trum (FHSS) and Uncoordinated Frequency Hoping (UFH).
Unfortunately, these methods are inefficient and use wide-
band spectrum. In addition, they cannot be directly applied
to the scenarios with a dynamic spectrum availability [7].
More importantly, the jammers with higher level intelligence
pose new challenges to the existing anti-jamming approaches.
Therefore, it is necessary to develop an efficient anti-jamming

scheme in wireless networks with a dynamic spectrum avail-
ability. In this study, we study the anti-jamming defense prob-
lem in heterogeneous wireless networks with an unknown
channel availability state information.

Some of the related studies are aimed to defend
against the jamming attacks. The anti-jamming problem in
power domain was investigated in [8]–[20], and the jam-
ming defense problem in spectrum domain was studied
in [7], [21]–[27]. The anti-jammingmethods in power domain
are traditional techniques, and the anti-jamming mechanisms
in spectrum domain are promising schemes. However, in the
existing works, the anti-jamming defense problem in power
domain and spectrum domain were separately addressed. The
anti-jamming transmission problem was investigated in [28],
where the power and channel decision making were jointly
considered, but the anti-jamming decision-making was made
in all power channel combinations. In this study, to cope with
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the jamming attacks flexibly, we investigate the anti-jamming
problem from a new perspective. At the same time, we aim
to develop a multi-domain anti-jamming scheme in hetero-
geneous wireless networks with an unknown channel avail-
ability state information. The multi-domain includes power
domain and spectrum domain. Namely, to be more specific,
we propose a Stackelberg power game to fight against a
jamming attack in the power domain. In the case of a severe
jamming attack, the channel switching is employed to combat
the jamming attack effectively, and a multi-armed bandit
(MAB) [29]–[32] channel selection problem of a certain
channel switching cost is formulated.

Notably, the scenario considered in this study has the fol-
lowing challenges. Firstly, an unknown channel availability
state information brings a great challenge, because it is nec-
essary to explore channel availability and exploit an available
channel. Therefore, we resort to the MAB model, which can
strike a tradeoff between ‘‘exploration" and ‘‘exploitation" for
the channel selection in unknown channel availability state
information scenarios [31]. Moreover, a channel switching
cost is another challenge, because it leads to the packet
loss, delay, and protocol overhead reducing the performances.
Therefore, a frequent channel switching should be avoided
in the efficient anti-jamming scheme. As already mentioned,
we investigate here the anti-jamming problem from a multi-
domain perspective, and amulti-domain anti-jamming frame-
work is formulated.

To the best of authors’ knowledge, this is the first work
on a multi-domain anti-jamming problem in heterogeneous
wireless networks with an unknown channel availability state
information. The main contributions of this paper are given as
follows:
• An anti-jamming defense problem in heterogeneous
wireless networks with an unknown channel availability
state information is investigated in a multi-domain, and
a multi-domain anti-jamming framework is proposed,
wherein a Stackelberg power game is formulated in
power domain, and a MAB-based channel selection
problem with channel switching cost is formulated in
spectrum domain.

• Both the Stackelberg power game and the MAB-based
channel selection scheme are analyzed. For the formu-
lated Stackelberg power game, the optimal transmission
power and utility of a legitimate user are derived. For the
MAB-based channel selection scheme, it is proved that
it has the logarithmic order regret of the number of time
slots.

• A multi-domain anti-jamming scheme (MDAS) is pro-
posed to fight against jamming attacks effectively, and
extensive simulations are conducted to validate the per-
formance of the proposed MDAS.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The
related work is presented in Section II. In Section III, the
system model is given. In Section IV, the problem for-
mulation and analysis are provided, and a multi-domain
anti-jamming scheme is proposed. In Section V, extensive

simulations are conducted. Lastly, the conclusions are pre-
sented in Section VI.

II. RELATED WORK
The anti-jamming defense problem is a hot research topic,
and there are many studies aiming to cope with the jamming
attacks. In [8], the power control problem was investigated,
and a jamming game with a transmission cost was formu-
lated. In [9], the joint power control and scheduling prob-
lem under jamming attacks were studied. In [10], a game
theoretic framework was employed to model the interactions
between a secondary user and a jammer. In [11], a gen-
eralized iterative power control water-filling algorithm was
proposed, and the Nash equilibrium was analyzed. In [12],
the strategic decision making for the anti-jamming problem
was investigated in frequency-selective fading channels and
AWGN channels. In [13], a jamming game was formulated to
analyze and model the attacker-defender interactions, and a
prospect theory was adopted to model the end-user behavior.
Considering the sequential interactions between user and
jammer, in [14]–[20], a Stackelberg gamewas adopted to ana-
lyze the anti-jamming defense problem. However, the above
studies mainly focused on the anti-jamming problem in
power domain, while little attention was paid to the spectrum
domain.

Since the anti-jamming defense methods in spectrum
domain are promising to fight against the jamming attacks,
and some studies have been devoted to it. In [7], the anti-
jamming channel access problem was analyzed, and two
algorithms were introduced. The anti-jamming defense prob-
lem in the cognitive radio networks was studied in [21],
and a flexible channel access method was given. In [22],
Wang et al. studied the anti-jamming channel selection, and
a stochastic game framework was formulated. A stochastic
game that models the interactions between a secondary user
and amalicious user was formulated, and a channel allocation
problemwas converted to a two-level auction in [23] and [24].
The jamming attack aimed to reduce the spectrum opportu-
nities was investigated in [25], and a learning algorithm for
an adversarial environment was proposed. In [26], we for-
mulated a hierarchical learning framework to investigate the
anti-jamming channel selection, and we proposed a hierarchi-
cal learning method to achieve a channel selection strategy.
In [27], based on the deep reinforcement learning approach,
we propose an anti-jamming defense scheme. However, all
above-mentioned studies paid attention to the anti-jamming
defense only in the spectrum domain.

Ourwork in this paper is different from abovework, andwe
investigate the anti-jamming problem from a multi-domain
perspective. The most related works are the ones presented
in [33] and [34]. Compared with these two studies, here,
the MAB-based channel selection is investigated, and the
channel switching cost is considered. Therefore, the main
improvements are: i) we consider a jamming attack, which is
a potential threat to the wireless networks, while the works
in [33] and [34] ignore it, and ii) we investigate the
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anti-jamming from a multi-domain perspective, and a multi-
domain anti-jamming scheme is proposed.

III. SYSTEM MODEL
We consider a wireless communication system consisting of
two wireless devices, namely, a legitimate user (transmitter-
receiver pair) and a malicious jammer. Denote a channel
set as M, and |M| = M . The channel availability statis-
tics vector can be denoted as θ = (θ1, · · · , θm, · · · , θM ),
1 ≤ m ≤ M . The channel availability vector of the
heterogeneous spectrum opportunities can be expressed as
τ = {τ1, τ2, · · · , τm, · · · , τM }, and τm ∈ {0, 1} where value
0 denotes that channel is unavailable, and value 1 denotes
that channel is available. We assume that legitimate user and
malicious jammer are able to sense all the channels. Due to
the hardware limitations, it is assumed that legitimate user
selects only one channel for transmission at a time slot, and
only one channel is jammed at a time slot by the malicious
jammer [26], [35], [36]. For convenience, Table 1 lists the
notations used in this study.

In order to realize a reliable transmission, it is necessary
that legitimate user selects the optimal transmission power
and channel to cope with a jamming attack effectively. Since
the channel switching between different channels results in
the packet loss, delay, and protocol overhead, and the chan-
nel switching cost is incurred in [33] and [34]. Therefore,
to decrease this type of cost, it is necessary to avoid frequent
channel switching. In this work, we propose a multi-domain
anti-jamming scheme to fight against jamming attacks. The
legitimate user transmits its traffic in the selected available
channel with a certain power level. Similar to [26] and [35],
it is assumed that channels undergo block fading, and the
channel gain of the transmission link between legitimate
transmitter and receiver can be denoted by [26], [35], [37]:

ws = (ds)−α1εs, (1)

where ds denotes the distance between the legitimate trans-
mitter and receiver, α1 represents the path loss exponent, and
εs is the instantaneous fading coefficient, e.g. the Lognor-
mal fading. Similarly, the channel gain of the jamming link
between the jammer and receiver can be expressed by:

wj =
(
dj
)−α2εj, (2)

where α2, dj, and εj are the path loss exponent, distance
and instantaneous fading coefficient between jammer and
receiver, respectively. It is assumed that the legitimate user
selects channel m at time slot t. Referring to [17]–[20],
based on the Signal-to-Interference-plus-Noise Ratio (SINR),
the utility of a legitimate user at time slot t can be defined by
the SINR minus transmission cost, and can be given by:

ust (P, J) =
τmεs(ds)−α1P

BN0 + εj
(
dj
)−α2J − CsP, (3)

where P and J respectively denote the transmission power of
a legitimate user and a jammer, N0 represents the noise power

TABLE 1. Summation of used notations.

spectrum density, B is the channel bandwidth, τm denotes the
availability of channel m, and Cs is the transmission cost per
unit power of a legitimate user. Similarly, the utility of the
jammer can be defined by the negative of the SINR minus
transmission cost, and can be expressed by:

ujt (P, J) = −
τmεs(ds)−α1P

BN0 + εj
(
dj
)−α2J − CjJ , (4)

where Cj denotes the transmission cost per unit power of a
jammer. The legitimate user aims to maximize its utility and
realize reliable transmission. The jammer can learn the trans-
mission power strategy of a legitimate user, and determines
its optimal power strategy to prevent the communication of
a legitimate user. Similar to [14]–[20], this problem can be
modeled as a Stackelberg power game.

For a legitimate user that selects an available channel
ρ (t) to deliver a message at time slot t, the reward can be
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given by:

r
(
ρ (t) , τρ(t)

)
=

{
B log(1+ δ), δ ≥ T ,
0, otherwise,

(5)

where δ represents the received SINR, and T is a spec-
ified threshold, which is related to the service demands
(i.e., data, image, and voice). If the received SINR δ reaches
the specified transmission threshold T, then transmission can
be decoded correctly; otherwise, the channel suffers severe
jamming, and the reward is 0.

When the selected channel of the legitimate user is unavail-
able or suffers from severe jamming, the user has to select a
new available channel in order to transmit its traffic. In our
work, to effectively cope with the jamming attacks and
avoid frequent channel switching, we suppose that legitimate
user selects a new channel only when the current channel
is unavailable or suffers from severe jamming; otherwise,
the user stays in the current channel. An illustration of chan-
nel selection is shown in Fig. 1.

FIGURE 1. Illustration of channel switching.

IV. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND ANALYSIS
In this paper, we formulate a multi-domain anti-jamming
framework to flexibly cope with the jamming attacks from
a multi-domain perspective, and the structure is shown
in Fig. 2. In the formulated multi-domain anti-jamming
framework, the environment cognition is essential, and the
context information includes channel availability state, loca-
tion, access context, energy, and so on. The channel avail-
ability state shows whether the channel is available or not,
the location shows where the legitimate user and jammer
are, the access context is related to the service demands
(i.e., data, image, and voice), and the energy is related to the
transmission power. According to the context information,
the multi-domain anti-jamming scheme can flexibly adopt

various methods to fight against a jamming attack, such as
avoidance (i.e., channel switching) and resistance (i.e., power
control). In this paper, we focus on anti-jamming defense
problem in both power domain and spectrum domain.

When the jamming attack is weak (δ ≥ T ), we cope
with a jamming attack in the power domain. On the other
hand, when a jamming attack is severe (δ < T ), the channel
switching is adopted to fight against a jamming attack, and
an anti-jamming Stackelberg power game is formulated in
a newly selected channel. The illustration of the proposed
multi-domain anti-jamming scheme is shown in Fig. 3.
Remark 1: The most of the existing work [8]–[20] investi-

gated the anti-jamming problem only in the power domain,
and few of them were devoted to the channel selection.
The works presented in [7] and [21]–[27] studied the anti-
jamming mechanisms in the spectrum domain. However,
these two important aspects were separately considered in the
existing work. Therefore, in this study, we aim to formulate
an anti-jamming scheme from a multi-domain perspective
(power domain and spectrum domain) to cope with the jam-
ming attacks effectively. To be specific, we first fight against
a jamming attack in the power domain, and only if a jamming
attack is severe, the channel switching is employed to combat
the jamming attack.

A. ANTI-JAMMING STACKELBERG POWER GAME
As it is presented in Fig. 3, an anti-jamming Stackelberg
power game is formulated in a selected available channel
ρ (t) ∈ M at time slot t. Similar to [17]–[20], a legitimate
user acts as a leader, and a jammer is assumed to be a follower.
Therefore, a backward induction method is employed, and a
jammer’s optimization problem can be formulated as:

P1 : max
J≥0

ujt (P, J) , ∀t, (6)

s.t. J ≤ Jmax. (7)

Accordingly, the optimization problem of a legitimate user
can be expressed as:

P2 : max
P≥0

ust (P, J) , ∀t, (8)

s.t. P ≤ Pmax. (9)

According to the problems P1 and P2, we can find the
Stackelberg Equilibrium (SE) solution, which means neither
the legitimate user nor the jammer has an incentive to deviate
to improve the utility unilaterally.

For a selected available channel ρ (t) at time slot t, a Stack-
elberg power game is formulated in order to cope with a jam-
ming attack in the power domain. By employing a backward
induction method [17]–[19], we first investigate the jammer
sub-game. According to the problem P1, the jammer’s opti-
mal power can be expressed as:

J = max
0≤J≤Jmax

ujt (P, J) . (10)

Motivated by [17]–[19], we derive the following Lemma 1.
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FIGURE 2. The structure of the multi-domain anti-jamming framework.

FIGURE 3. Illustration of the multi-domain anti-jamming scheme.

Lemma 1: The optimal transmission power of a legitimate
user is defined by:

P∗ =



εs(ds)−α1
(
Cj + λ

)
4(Cs + µ)2εj

(
dj
)−α2 ,

τm = 1,Cs ≤
εs(ds)−α1

(2BN0)
/− µ,(

Cj + λ
) (
δ20

)2
εsεj(ds)−α1

(
dj
)−α2 , τm = 1,

εs(ds)−α1

(2BN0)
/− µ ≤ Cs ≤

εs(ds)−α1

BN0
,

0, τm = 0, or
εs(ds)−α1

BN0
< Cs.

(11)

Further, an optimal utility of a legitimate user is given by:

u∗
st
(P, J) =



τmεs(ds)−α1
(
Cj + λ

)
2εj
(
dj
)−α2 (Cs + µ)

−
τmCsεs(ds)−α1

(
Cj + λ

)
4εj
(
dj
)−α2(Cs + µ)2 ,

τm = 1, Cs ≤
εs(ds)−α1

(2BN0)
− µ,(

τmεs(ds)−α1 − Csδ20
) (
Cj + λ

)
δ20

τmεsεj(ds)−α1
(
dj
)−α2 ,

τm = 1,
εs(ds)−α1

(2BN0)
− µ ≤ Cs ≤

εs(ds)−α1

BN0
,

0, τm = 0, or
εs(ds)−α1

BN0
< Cs.

(12)
Proof: This proof follows the methods given

in [17]–[19], where a backward induction method is adopted.
The jammer’s optimization problem is investigated at first.
Then, the optimization problem of the legitimate user is
solved.

Firstly, we investigate the optimization problem P1 of
the jammer. Let P be a given transmission power strategy
of a legitimate user. If it holds that τm = 1, the jam-
mer’s utility function is concave of J, Since ∂2ujt/∂J2 =

−

(
2τmεs(ds)−α1

(
εj
(
dj
)−α2)2P) /(BN0 + εj

(
dj
)−α2J)3 <

0. According to duality optimization theory [19], [38],
the Lagrange function is given by:

L (P, J , λ) = −
τmεs(ds)−α1P

BN0 + εj
(
dj
)−α2J − CjJ − λ (J − Jmax) .

(13)

where λ is a nonnegative dual variable. The Lagrange dual
function can be expressed as:

d(λ) = max
J≥0

L (P, J , λ) . (14)
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Accordingly, a dual optimization problem is
d∗ = min

λ≥0
d(λ).

Based on the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions,
we get the following:

∂L (P, J , λ)
∂J

=
τmεsεj(ds)−α1

(
dj
)−α2P(

BN0 + εj
(
dj
)−α2J)2 − Cj − λ = 0.

(15)

According to (15), we derive:

J (P) =
1

εj
(
dj
)−α2

√τmεsεj(ds)−α1(dj)−α2P
Cj + λ

− BN0

+.
(16)

where (·)+
1
= max (·, 0). If it holds that τm = 0, the util-

ity function of the jammer ujt (P, J) = −CjJ decreases
with J, and in that case, its optimal transmission power
is J = 0. Based on the analysis in [38], since the problemP1 is
a convex optimization problem. According to the solution of
the dual problem, we can obtain the optimal solution of the
primal problem.

In the following, we investigate the optimization prob-
lem P2 of the legitimate user. According to the problem P2,
the optimal power of the legitimate user is defined by:

P = max
0≤P≤Pmax

ust (P, J (P)) . (17)

By substituting (16) into the utility function of a legitimate
user, we have

ust (P, J (P))

=


(
τmεs(ds)−α1

BN0
− Cs

)
P, P ≤ 9,√

τmεs(ds)−α1
(
Cj + λ

)
P

εj
(
dj
)−α2 −CsP, P > 9

(18)

where 9 =
(
Cj + λ

)
(BN0)

2/
(
τmεsεj(ds)−α1

(
dj
)−α2). If it

holds that P ≤ 9, the utility function of the legitimate
user is linear with P. If it holds that P > 9, it is
concave with respect to P, since ∂2ust (P, J (P)) /∂2P =

− (1/4P)
(√(

τmεs(ds)−α1
(
Cj + λ

))
/
(
εj
(
dj
)−α2P)) < 0.

Introducing a non-negative dual variable µ, we can obtain
the following:

L (P, J (P), µ) =
τmεs(ds)−α1P

BN0+εj
(
dj
)−α2J − CsP− µ (P−Pmax) .

(19)

Similar to the above analysis, we can obtain the optimal
transmission power of a legitimate user, and it can be given
by:

Popt =
τmεs(ds)−α1

(
Cj + λ

)
4(Cs + µ)2εj

(
dj
)−α2 . (20)

Similar to the analyses in [17]–[19], if it holds that
Cs ≤ εs(ds)−α1/ (2BN0) − µ, then, an optimal trans-
mission power strategy of a legitimate user is P∗ =
Popt . In that case, its optimal utility is expressed by

u∗
st
=

(
τmεs(ds)−α1

(
Cj + λ

))
/
(
2εj
(
dj
)−α2 (Cs + µ)) −(

τmCsεs(ds)−α1
(
Cj + λ

))
/
(
4εj
(
dj
)−α2(Cs + µ)2).

If it holds that εs(ds)−α1/ (2BN0) − µ ≤ Cs ≤
εs(ds)−α1/BN0, and an optimal transmission power strat-
egy of a legitimate user is P∗ = 9. Then, an opti-
mal utility of a legitimate user is given by u∗

st
=(

3
(
Cj + λ

)
BN0

)
/
(
τmεsεj(ds)−α1

(
dj
)−α2), where 3 =(

τmεs(ds)−α1 − CsBN0
)
.

If it holds that εs(ds)−α1/BN0 ≤ Cs, then, P∗ = 0, and an
optimal utility of a legitimate user is u∗

st
= 0.

When τm = 0, a utility function of a legitimate user is
ust (P, J) = −CsP, and it decreases with P. An optimal
transmission power strategy of a legitimate user is P∗ = 0,
and its optimal utility is u∗

st
= 0.

In that context, if there does not exist a jammer in a
selected available channel ρ (t) at time slot t, a utility of a
legitimate user is a linear function with respect to P and can
be defined by ust =

((
εs(ds)−α1

)
/BN0 − Cs

)
P. As it can

be noticed, a utility function linearly decreases with P for
εs(ds)−α1/BN0 ≤ Cs, where an optimal power strategy of
a legitimate user is P∗ = 0, and its optimal utility is u∗

st
= 0.

On the other hand, a utility function linearly increases with
respect to P for εs(ds)−α1/BN0 > Cs, where an optimal
power strategy of a legitimate user is P∗ = Pmax, and
its optimal utility is u∗

st
=

((
εs(ds)−α1

)
/BN0 − Cs

)
Pmax.

Therefore, when a jammer does not jam a selected available
channel ρ (t), an optimal utility of a legitimate user can be
expressed as:

u∗
st
=


(
εs(ds)−α1

BN0
− Cs

)
Pmax,

εs(ds)−α1

BN0
> Cs,

0,
εs(ds)−α1

BN0
≤ Cs.

(21)

In this study, the received SINR can be defined as:

δ = u∗
st
. (22)

Motivated by [19] and [39]–[41], the SE of the formulated
Stackelberg power game can be defined as follows.
Definition 1: If neither the legitimate user nor the jammer

has an incentive to deviate to improve its utility unilaterally,
the strategy pair (P∗, J∗) is an SE. Thus, it can be expressed
as:

ust
(
P∗, J∗

)
≥ ust

(
P, J∗

)
, (23)

ujt
(
P∗, J∗

)
≥ ujt

(
P∗, J

)
. (24)

Lemma 2: For a selected available channel m at time slot
t, there exists a unique SE for the formulated anti-jamming
Stackelberg power game.

Proof: We omit the proof for brevity, and readers can
refer to [19].
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B. MAB-BASED CHANNEL SELECTION
By solving the above anti-jamming Stackelberg power game,
we can obtain the received SINR δ, and if δ < T holds, it is
necessary to switch the channel to copewith a jamming attack
effectively. Otherwise, the legitimate user stays in the current
channel. To be more specific, the legitimate user selects a
channel ρ (t) at the t-th time slot, and it will receive a reward
r
(
ρ (t) , τρ(t)

)
at the end of the t-th time slot. If ρ (t) 6=

ρ (t − 1), a channel switching occurs; otherwise, the legiti-
mate user keeps on transmitting its traffic through the channel
ρ (t − 1). The channel ρ (t) is selected based on the action
history A(t) = {ρ (1) , ρ (2) , · · · , ρ (t − 1)} and reward his-
tory H (t) = {r (ρ (1)) , r (ρ (2)) , · · · , r (ρ (t − 1))}. There-
fore, according to A(t) and H (t), a channel selection is made
at each time slot.

Motivated by results presented in [33] and [34], we formu-
late the channel selection problem as a MAB problem where
each channel can be regarded as an arm and each channel
access is treated as a play of the formulated MAB problem.
At time slot t, a player selects one of the arms to play, and it
achieves a reward r

(
ρ (t) , τρ(t)

)
.

Denote χm(t) as the number of time slots that channel m is
selected in the first t time slots, and it can be expressed by:

χm(t) =
t∑
i=1

f {ρ (i) = m}, (25)

where f {·} represents the indicator function, which is defined
by:

f {ρ (i) = m} =

{
1, ρ (i) = m,
0, ρ (i) 6= m.

(26)

The expectation reward is defined as um =

E
[
r
(
ρ (t) , τρ(t)

)]
, where E [·] denotes the operation of tak-

ing expectation. If um, m ∈M, is known, an optimal channel
for a legitimate user can be defined by:

m∗ = argmax
m∈M

um. (27)

However, in practice, the information on channel availabil-
ity and jammer is unknown. In this study, an accumulative
reward during t time slots can be given by:

C(t) =
t∑
i=1

r
(
ρ (t) , τρ(t)

)
. (28)

Then, the expected accumulative reward can be expressed
by:

E [C(t)]=E

[
t∑
i=1

r
(
ρ (t) , τρ(t)

)]
=

M∑
m=1

umE [χn(t)]. (29)

As previously mentioned, channel switching incurs a
switching cost. Similar to [33] and [34], a constant channel
switching cost c is considered, and the number of channel
switching during t time slots is defined by:

S(t) =
t∑

k=2

f (ρ (k) 6= ρ (k − 1)), (30)

where f {·} represents the indicator function. The expected
channel switching cost during t time slots is then:

CW (t) = cE [S(t)] . (31)

The channel switching cost can be treated as a perfor-
mance loss, and the long-term reward can be defined by the
accumulative reward minus channel switching cost. It can be
expressed as:

C̃(t) = E [C(t)]− CW (t)

=

M∑
m=1

umE [χn(t)]− cE [S(t)] . (32)

The expected reward rate can be expressed as:

g = lim
t→∞

C̃(t)
t
= lim

t→∞

E [C(t)]− CW (t)
t

. (33)

Here, we aim at designing a channel selection policy that
can maximize the long-term reward, which is defined as:

P3 : maxC̃(t). (34)

Remark 2: In [33]and [34], aMAB-based channel selection
problem was studied. However, little attention was paid to
the jamming attack, which is a serious threat to the wireless
networks that deteriorates the performance of a legitimate
user. In this paper, we investigate the MAB-based channel
selection problem under a hostile jamming attack, and a
multi-domain anti-jamming scheme is proposed.

In this subsection, a channel selection problem is for-
mulated as a MAB problem. Besides, an online learning
algorithm is proposed. In a MAB problem, the regret is an
important metric, which determines the performance of a
MAB algorithm and denotes the reward loss because the
policy does not always play the best arm. As the channel
switching incurs a certain cost. Motivated by [33], [34],
and [42]–[44], the channel switching cost is considered in the
regret function, and the regret after t time slots is given by:

E [R(t)] = E
[
C∗(t)

]
− [E [C(t)]− CW (t)]

=

∑
m∗ 6=m

(um∗ − um)E [χm(t)]+ CW (t) (35)

where uk∗ = max uk , k = 1, 2, · · · ,M , E
[
C∗(t)

]
is the

upper bound of E [C(t)], i.e., E
[
C∗(t)

]
≥ E [C(t)]. In a

learning-based algorithm, the regret is minimized. In a MAB
problem, minimizing the regret is equivalent to maximizing
the long-term reward. However, it is challenging to find an
optimal strategy, which can minimize the regret, even that is
impossible. Therefore, in this study, we develop an online
learning-based algorithm with a logarithmic-order regret,
i.e., E [R(t)] ∼ O (log n).
In that context, a channel selection problem without infor-

mation on channel availability and jammer can be formulated
as a MAB problem. Motivated by [33] and [34], based on
UCB1 algorithm [45], an anti-jamming channel selection
scheme is designed to achieve an effective channel selection
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strategy, where a legitimate user selects an available chan-
nel and keeps on transmitting in the selected channel for
successive t time slots until the selected channel is unavail-
able or starts suffering from severe jamming. Note that the
number of time slots depends on channel availability and
jammer.

In the proposed scheme, the reward is obtained by (5), and
a normalized reward rnor is employed. The legitimate user is
related to four parameters,χm(t), S(t), ρ (t), and rm (t), where
χm(t) represents the number of time slots when channel m is
selected during t time slots, S(t) is the number of channel
switchings during t time slots, ρ (t) is the selected available
channel at time slot t, and rm (t) denotes the total reward of
channel m during t time slots.
As mentioned, channel switching occurs when a selected

channel is unavailable or suffers from severe jamming.
An unsuccessful transmission event can be denoted by ψ(t)
at time slot t. If the transmission is unsuccessful, i.e., the
selected channel is unavailable or suffers from severe jam-
ming, then, ψ(t) = 1; otherwise, ψ(t) = 0. The average
reward of channel m at time slot t can be estimated by:

r̄m (t) =
rm (t)
χm(t)

. (36)

In the proposed scheme, when a channel is selected, a legit-
imate user will stay in the selected channel until the transmis-
sion fails. At first, the legitimate user selects each channel
once. After that, the channel with the maximal index ηm(t),
m ∈ {1, 2, · · · ,M} is selected. The index ηm(t) is defined by:

ηm(t) = r̄m (t)+

√
2 ln (S(t))
χm(t)

, (37)

where the first term means the average reward of the selected
channel m, and the second term denotes the size of the one-
sided confidence interval for the average reward. At time
slot t, χm(t), S(t), and rm (t) can be estimated as:

χm(t) =

χm(t − 1)+ 1, if ψ(t − 1) = 1
and ρ (t) = m,

χm(t − 1), else.
(38)

S(t) =
{
S(t − 1)+ 1, if ψ(t − 1) = 1,
S(t − 1), else. (39)

rm (t) =

rm (t − 1)+ rnor , if ψ(t − 1) = 0
and ρ (t) = m,

rm (t − 1) , else.
(40)

Lemma 3: The proposed scheme has a logarithmic regret,
i.e., E [R(t)] ∼ O (log n), and whose upper bound is
defined by:

E [R(t)] ≤
∑

k: uk<u∗

(1m + 2c)
(
8 ln t
12
m
+ 1+

π2

3

)
. (41)

Proof: Similar to Theorem 1 given in [45], we have

E [χm(t)] ≤
8 ln (S(t))
12
m

+ 1+
π2

3
, (42)

where 1m = u∗ − um.

Algorithm 1Multi-Domain Anti-Jamming Scheme (MDAS)
Initiate: t = 0, S(0) = 0, χm(0) = 0, and rm (0) = 0,
m ∈ {1, 2, · · · ,M}. Select each channel once, and the
legitimate user stays in the selected channel until the cur-
rent channel is unavailable or suffers from severe jamming.
Then, the next channel is selected in sequence, and the
initialization will be finished after all channels have been
tried once.
Loop for each time slot t,
Step 1: If a selected channel ρ (t) is available, an anti-
jamming Stackelberg power game is formulated, and an
optimal utility of a legitimate user is derived by (12).
If there does not exist a jammer in the selected available
channel ρ (t), then, an optimal utility of a legitimate user
is derived by (21). If jamming is weak, the legitimate
user stays in the current channel; otherwise, if the selected
channel ρ (t) is unavailable or suffers from severe jamming
(ψ(t) = 1), go to step 2.
Step 2: A legitimate user selects the channel ρ (t) =
argmax
0<m≤M

{
r̄m (t)+

√
2 ln (S(t)) /χm(t)

}
.

Step 3:Update χm(t), S(t), and rm (t) using (38), (39), and
(40), respectively.
End loop

Motivated by [34, Lemma 3.2], we can obtain the upper
bound of the expected channel switching cost, and it can be
expressed as:

CW (t) = c
t∑

k=2

f (ρ (k) 6= ρ (k − 1))

≤ 2c
∑

m: um<u∗

χm(t)

≤ 2c
∑

m: um<u∗

(
8 ln (S(t))
12
m

+ 1+
π2

3

)

≤ 2c
∑

m: um<u∗

(
8 ln t
12
m
+ 1+

π2

3

)
. (43)

Similar to [34] and [42], we can obtain the upper bound of
the expected regret, and it can be given by:

E [R(t)] ≤
∑

m: um<u∗

(um∗−um)E [χm(t)]+2c
∑

m: um<u∗

χm(t)

≤

∑
m: um<u∗

(1m + 2c)
(
8 ln (S(t))
12
m

+ 1+
π2

3

)

≤

∑
m: um<u∗

(1m + 2c)
(
8 ln t
12
m
+ 1+

π2

3

)
. (44)

The steps of the proposed multi-domain anti-jamming
scheme (MDAS) are given in Algorithm 1.
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V. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
A. SIMULATION SETTINGS
In the simulations, a network with four channels is
considered, and the channel availability statistics vector
θ = (0.8, 0.7, 0.6, 0.5). Similar to [17]–[19] and [35],
the parameters in this study are as follows: The path loss
exponent is α1 = α2 = 2, the transmission cost per unit
power is cs = cj = 0.2, the noise power spectral density
is N0 = −135dB/Hz, the bandwidth of all channels is
B = 1MHz, the distance between legitimate transmitter and
receiver is ds = 5km, the distance between jammer and
receiver is dj = 30km, Pmax = 20W , and Jmax = 50W .
In addition, the channel fading is modeled as a Lognormal
fading model with a medium-scale loss [35], where the chan-
nel gain is expressed as eK andK denotes a Gaussian variable
with zero mean and variance η2. In general, the Lognormal
fading is expressed as a Decibel-spread form, and η =
0.1 log(10)ηdB [35], [46]. In the simulations, the Decibel-
spread is set to 12dB.

FIGURE 4. The expected regret for different transmission
thresholds T (c = 1).

B. RESULTS
1) Expected Regret
The influence of the transmission threshold T on expected
regret and expected switching cost is shown Fig. 4 and Fig. 5,
respectively. The presented results are averaged results for
200 runs. Fig. 4 shows that expected regret of the pro-
posed MDAS increases logarithmic with the number of time
slots, which verifies the theoretical analysis as discussed in
Lemma 3. In addition, the expected regret increases with
the threshold T. As shown in Fig. 5, the expected switching
cost also increases logarithmic with the number of time slots.
Moreover, it is shown that higher threshold leads to larger
switching cost, which is because higher threshold bringsmore
frequent channel switching.

The influence of the switching cost unit c on expected
regret and expected switching cost are shown in Fig. 6 and
Fig. 7, respectively. In Fig. 6, larger switching cost unit c
results in higher expected regret. The reason is that larger

FIGURE 5. The expected switching cost for different transmission
thresholds T (c = 1).

FIGURE 6. The expected regret for different switching cost
units c (T = 9dB).

FIGURE 7. The expected switching cost for different switching cost
units c (T = 9dB).

switching cost unit c causes more serious performance loss
due to channel switching. Fig. 7 shows that switching cost
increases with the switching cost unit c.
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FIGURE 8. The long-term reward for different schemes (T = 9dB, c = 1).

FIGURE 9. The expected reward rate for different transmission
thresholds T (c = 1).

2) Long Term Reward
To evaluate the performance of the proposed MADS, the pro-
posed MADS is compared with the following schemes:
• Slot MAB algorithm [45]: In the slot MAB algorithm,
a channel is selected at each time slot. Thus, this algo-
rithm is a traditional scheme, and it may increase the
number of channel switching and result in high switch-
ing cost [34].

• Random scheme: In the random scheme, a channel is
randomly selected, and it is an instinctive method, espe-
cially in an unknown environment.

As indicated in Fig. 8, the long-term reward of all schemes
increases with the number of time slots. Moreover, the pro-
posed MADS is superior to the traditional slot MAB algo-
rithm and random scheme and yields the largest long-term
reward. The reason is that the traditional slot MAB algo-
rithm selects a channel at each time slot, which brings high
switching cost due to frequent channel switching. In addition,
the random scheme is an instinctive and inefficient approach.

FIGURE 10. The expected reward rate for different switching cost units c
(T = 9dB).

3) Expected Reward Rate
To better understand the performance of the proposedMDAS,
we also show the expected reward rate g, which can be
regarded as an instantaneous reward and can measure the
performance of the proposed MDAS. Namely, the larger
the expected reward rate is, the better MDAS performance
will be. In Fig. 9, it can be seen that expected reward
rate of the proposed MDAS outperforms the traditional slot
MAB. Moreover, higher threshold leads to lower expected
reward rate of the proposed MDAS. Fig. 10 shows that
expected reward rate decreases with the switching cost
unit c.

VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, an anti-jamming defense problem in hetero-
geneous wireless networks without information on chan-
nel availability was investigated, and a multi-domain anti-
jamming scheme (MDAS) was proposed. To be specific,
a Stackelberg power game was formulated in the power
domain, and a channel selection scheme based on multi-
armed bandit (MAB)was formulated in the spectrum domain.
Moreover, we analyzed both Stackelberg power game and
MAB-based channel selection scheme. Finally, simulations
were conducted to evaluate the performance of the proposed
MDAS. Simulation results show that proposed MDAS out-
performed the traditional slotMAB algorithm and the random
scheme, and it had the largest long-term reward. In this study,
a single-legitimate user scenario was investigated, and the
scenarios with multiple legitimate users will be considered
in our future work.
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